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I survived Shabbat!
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Luckily I 
Came 

Prepared
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Scott Ambler
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Father of Olivia and husband to Beverley

Vice President and Chief Scientist for Disciplined Agile at PMI

Thought leader behind Agile Modeling (AM) and Agile Data (AD)

Co-creator of the Disciplined Agile (DA) toolkit

Author of 20+ books

Advisory Board Member for SEMAT, ScaleFree Inc., and 
Architectural Thinking Framework



Some Observations
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It is time to break 
out of 

“Methods Prison” 
– Ivar Jacobson
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Adopting a Prescriptive Method/Framework Helps a Bit

Effectiveness

Time

Initial learning curve

Things get better

We hit the limits of the framework (we’re in method prison)

Source: Reifer, D.

Quantitative Analysis of Agile Methods 

Survey (2017): Twelve Major Findings

1500+ agile teams at 150 orgs

Agile methods: 7-12% more productive on average

Agile scaling frameworks: 3-5% more productive on 

average
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Context 
Counts

Straightforward

situations are rare
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One process 
does not fit all
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Transformation is 
Really Hard
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FRAMEWORK
V



How do apex-level 
competitors improve?
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Kaizen Loops: 
Improve via 
Experiments

@ScottWAmbler

Identify Problem

Identify Potential 

Solution(s)

Try the 

Solution(s)

Assess 

Effectiveness

Adopt What 

Works

Abandon What 

Doesn’t Work

Share Learnings

Plan

Do

Study

Act
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Continuous Improvement via Kaizen Loops
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Effectiveness

Time
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Failing slowly is 
expensive
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Failing fast is 
inexpensive, 

enables learning, 
and reduces risk
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Can we do better?

Actually, can we do a lot better?
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Is “Let’s fail fast”
a great way for agile coaches

to avoid admitting
that they’re in over their heads?
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“I haven’t failed, I’ve 
just found 10,000 
ways that won’t work”
- Thomas Edison
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The “fail your way to success” 
philosophy wears thin very quickly 

amongst the people paying the bills.
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Can we not stand 
on the shoulders of 

giants too?

“If I have seen further it is by 
standing on the shoulders of giants.”

- Sir Isaac Newton
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Although you are in a unique 
situation, you are dealing with 

problems that have been faced, and 
overcome, by thousands of teams 

before you
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Succeeding early is 
better than failing fast
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Guided Continuous 

Improvement (GCI)
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Guided Continuous
Improvement (GCI)
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Identify Problem

Identify Potential 

Solution(s)

Try the 

Solution(s)

Assess 

Effectiveness

Adopt What 

Works

Abandon What 

Doesn’t Work

Share Learnings

Some experiments fail.  

You learn something, but 

it’s still a failure.

Failing fast is fine, but 

succeeding early is 

better.

If we get better at this, 

we succeed more often 

and we  improve faster.

We can do this if we 

have access to an 

experienced agile coach, 

but they’re expensive 

and hard to find.

We can do this if we 

have access to a process 

knowledgebase, like the 

Disciplined Agile (DA) 

toolkit.
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Guided Continuous Improvement (GCI)
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Effectiveness

Time

Continuous

Improvement

Guided

Continuous

Improvement (GCI)
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Let’s work through an example
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Explore Scope

When producing a solution for our 

stakeholders, how do we explore scope?



What issues should we work through when 
exploring scope?
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Explore Scope

How will people use our solution?

What information should we collect?

What business process do it support?

How will people interact with it?

What quality aspects are important?

How will we work with stakeholders?

Do we need to document the requirements?

How will we embrace evolving requirements?



People need potential answers to the 
questions
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Explore Scope Epics

Outcomes

Personas

Stories

Story map

Usage scenarios

Use cases

Use case diagram

Explore 

Usage



Sometimes we discover that some strategies 
are better than others
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Explore Scope

Overview

Light specification

Detailed specification

None

Level of Detail
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With a simple map,  
Disciplined Agile 
(DA) makes it easier 
to stand on the 
shoulders of giants

We call this a 
process-goal 

diagram



Choosing Your Own Way of Working (WoW)
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Teams Own Their 
Process • Tailoring sessions

• Early in the lifecycle

• Retrospectives

• Throughout the lifecycle

• Identify a problem area

• Look in the DA knowledgebase 
for suggestions

• Choose a likely candidate to 
experiment with

• Experiment

• Try out a practice/strategy in 
your environment

• Measure the results

• Aim is to determine whether the 
new strategy works well for you
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Time to get real
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We’ve released new app into the marketplace but we 
haven’t seen much adoption from millennials, an 

important part of our target customer base. 
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We reflect on the problem

Clearly we need to understand what millennials want

We don’t have existing customers who are millennials, so our 
Product Owner has no one to work with

Our team has never run into this problem before, including our 
coach
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There are 
many ways 
that teams 
can tailor 
and evolve 
their WoW

@ScottWAmbler
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Breaking Out of
Methods Prison
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Start where you are

Do the best that you can in the situation that 
you face

Always strive to get better
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Start Where You Are

@ScottWAmbler

Effectiveness

Time

Your current WoW

Guided

Continuous

Improvement (GCI)
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Look beyond simplistic answers…
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… and embrace the complexity that you face
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Allow teams to choose the most appropriate 
lifecycle for their context

Agile Continuous Delivery:

Agile

Continuous Delivery:

Lean

Exploratory

Program

SerialLean



Look beyond the team
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Agile

Finance

Security

Enterprise

Architecture

Data

Management

Procurement

Release

Management

People

Management

IT Operations



DA FLEX: The Flow of a Value Stream
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We also need to look beyond value 
streams towards business agility
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Portfolio

Management

Product

Management

Business

Operations
MarketingStrategy Governance

Value Streams

IT OperationsSupportSecurity Release

Management
Data

Management

Disciplined

DevOps

AgileMindset Lean

Foundation

Disciplined Agile

Delivery (DAD)

IT

Governance

Asset

Management
Research &

Development
People

Management

Enterprise

Architecture

LegalTransformation Finance Sales Procurement

Disciplined Agile Enterprise



Parting 

Thoughts
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Agile methods and frameworks 
give you a fish and feed you for 
a day.  

The Disciplined Agile (DA) 
toolkit teaches you how to fish 
and thus feeds you for life.
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You can choose to be an apex 
predator, or you can choose to be prey
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Effectiveness

Time

Your current WoW

Guided

Continuous

Improvement (GCI)
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Start where you are,

do the best that you can in the situation that you face, 

and always strive to get better.



Thank you!

scott.ambler@pmi.org
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About Project Management Institute (PMI)

Project Management Institute (PMI) is the world's leading association 

for those who consider project, program or portfolio management their profession. 

Founded in 1969, PMI delivers value for more than three million professionals working 

in nearly every country in the world through global advocacy, collaboration, education 

and research. We advance careers, improve organizational success and further 

mature the project management profession through globally-recognized standards, 

certifications, communities, resources, tools, academic research, publications, 

professional development courses and networking opportunities. 

As part of the PMI family, ProjectManagement.com creates online global communities 

that deliver more resources, better tools, larger networks and broader perspectives.
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